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In February 2008, a derailment accident occurred at the lead rail 
area of a No. 8 turnout of the service line in the yard of Oku 
Station of JR East.1)  Reproduction tests of that accident revealed 
that repeated running of a train in a sharp curve and in the lead 
area of a turnout immediately after turning the wheels causes 
flange climb and that wheel turning greatly affects flange climb 
derailment.  We presumed that the main cause of this was an 
increase of the friction coefficient and lowering of the Nadal’s 
L/V limit criterion due to wearing of surfaces of both of the 
wheel and the rail and flaking off of impurities on those surfaces 
allowing contact of metal surfaces to each other.2)  However, we 
could not find the exact friction coefficient in the process of the 
investigation of that accident.

In order to identify the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion in cases 
where a train after wheel turning runs in a sharp curve, we have 
to know the maximum friction coefficient.  In this study, we 
thus aimed to replicate conditions where the friction coefficient 
increases, and we prepared a test line using a line that was out 
of service and performed simulation tests there using an actual 
train.  As a result, repeatedly running a train on that line after 
a train after wheel turning generated a large volume of metal 
abrasion powder and caused adhesive wear on the contact 
surfaces,3) bringing about continuous flange climb of the wheel.  
By measuring items such as vertical force, lateral force, and flange 
angle then, we could calculate the maximum friction coefficient 
between the wheel flange and the rail and the Nadal’s L/V limit 
criterion.

Causes of Flange Climb2
Causes of flange climb found in past investigations can be 
explained as follows.

2.1 Vertical Force and Lateral Force
The force acting between a wheel and a rail is composed of vertical 

Introduction1 force (V in the figure) and lateral force (L in the figure).  The 
ratio between lateral force and vertical force is the derailment 
coefficient, which is used in derailment safety assessment.  When 
the derailment coefficient becomes larger and exceeds the Nadal’s 
L/V limit criterion (see 2.2), we assess the situation as having risk 
of derailment. (Fig. 1)

2.1.1 Factors That Reduce Vertical Force
(1) Factors that cause unbalance of vertical force 
Unbalance of vertical force expresses the situation where the ratio 
between right and left vertical forces of a vehicle in a static state 
is not in balance.  As shown in Fig. 2, the car body is supported 
on axle springs and air springs.  Unevenness of height adjustment 
and spring constants of those springs, torsion of the car body 
or the bogie, and other factors make the force applied on those 
springs laterally uneven, causing an unbalance.
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Fig. 1  Vertical Force and Lateral Force
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becomes larger in sunny and dry weather conditions and when 
the frequency of train runs is high.4)

(2) Mechanism of generation of lateral force by the bogie
Fig. 6 shows the mechanism in which one bogie generates lateral 
force.

On a curve, the inner lateral creep force (1) explained in 
the previous paragraph is applied.  While the bogie is turning, 
the longitudinal support rigidity of the air springs generates 
turning resistance of the bogie (2).  And, as the wheel on the 
second axle in the travel direction moves to the inner rail side, 
difference of the left and right wheel diameters does not occur, 
so the train runs while the wheels slip longitudinally.  In such 
a situation, longitudinal creep force (3)—a friction force in 
longitudinal slipping—occurs.  However, we currently do not 
have an understanding on the exact mechanism of occurrence.  
Due to (2) and (3), turning moment acts on the bogie, and those 
forces act as lateral force (5) to the wheels on the outer rail side 
of the first axle in the travel direction.  The turning moment on 
the bogie changes depending on the increase in relative angle 
between the car body and the bogie on a sharp curve and the 
friction coefficient between the wheel on the second axle and the 
rail.  Track irregularity can change lateral force too.

2.2 Nadal’s L/V Limit Criterion
Flange climb derailment is derailment where the flange of 
a wheel climbs on the rail while in the state shown in Fig. 7 
continues, leading to derailment.  Fig. 8 shows in a rail cross-
sectional view the forces working between a wheel and a rail.  
When the friction force µN is smaller than the down-slipping 
force T, the state shown in Fig. 7 does not continue and the wheel 

(2)  Mechanism of vertical force reduction due to twist or cant 
of the track

When a vehicle runs in the section with twist of the track, such as 
a transition curve or a twist, the balance of vertical force on each 
of the four wheels changes.  As shown in Fig. 3, the vertical force 
on the part where the rail is lower decreases.  On such a part, the 
vertical force sometimes further lowers due to the supply and 
exhaust action of the air spring.

Also, as shown in Fig. 4, when a train runs on a part with 
high cant at low speed, the car body is tilted to the inner rail side, 
reducing the vertical force on the outer rail side.

At the part of the car body with smaller vertical force due to 
the unbalance of vertical force, twist and cant of the track further 
reduce vertical force, and that makes that part of the car body 
weaker in terms of resistance to derailment.

2.1.2 Factors That Increase Lateral Force
(1) Mechanism of generation of lateral force by the wheelset
Fig. 5 shows the mechanism in which one wheelset generates 
lateral force.

In a curve, an angle of attack is generated in relation to the 
outer wheels to the rail.  That angle of attack increases as the curve 
radius decreases.  The wheelset moves toward the outer rail side, 
but the flange of the outer wheels controls lateral movement.  
Thus, the vehicle runs while lateral slipping is occurring 
between the inner wheel and the inner rail.  That lateral slipping 
causes friction force, called lateral creep force.  As the friction 
coefficient between the inner wheel and the inner rail increases, 
the lateral creep force increases as well.  The friction coefficient 
changes depending on the frequency of train operation and the 
environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity.  It 
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slips down, thus the train operation is safe.  In contrast, if a state 
where the wheel does not slip down continues, the possibility of 
flange climb derailment occurring becomes higher.

When friction force µN becomes larger than down-slipping 
force T (T < µN), the wheel does not slip down, and rotation of 
the wheel results in flange climb derailment.  The equilibrium 
as T = µN is threshold of derailment.  That can be expressed by 
Formula (1) as the ratio between lateral force L and vertical force 
V.  The solution of the formula is the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion.  
In this case, we consider friction coefficient only in the plane of 
the rail cross section as shown in Fig. 8, without considering it in 
the rail longitudinal direction.  Thus, we call this the equivalent 
friction coefficient (µe), distinguishing it from friction coefficient.

Identifying Friction Coefficient 
Between Wheel Flange and Rail3

3.1 Testing Facilities and Method 
3.1.1 Test Track
For test runs, we set up a test track with a curve of 100 m and 
110 m curve radius (Fig. 9) and used a test car (a trailer car 
of a standard commuter train with a bolsterless bogie, having 
modified arc wheel profile).  Taking into account the time 
when past flange climb derailment accidents occurred, we chose 
a period from January to February when humidity becomes 
relatively low, and we carried out test runs repeatedly by pulling 
the test car using a track motor car at low speeds of less than 
15 km/h (Fig. 9).

3.1.2 Measurement Items
We measured the following items.
(1)  Onboard measurement: Continuous measurement of vertical 

force, lateral force, longitudinal creep force, angle of attack5) 
(using two axles of the lead car), and amount of climb (Fig. 7, 
using the first axle of the lead car)

(2)  Measurement from wayside: Measurement of air temperature, 
humidity, and rail temperature

(3)  Observation of the contact surface: Measurement of the cross-
sectional shape of the wheel and the rail and observation of 
the surfaces of the wheel and the rail

3.1.3 Conditions
We turned the wheels of the two wheelsets for measurement and 
started the tests with the wheels in the state achieved immediately 
after turning.  To minimize the change in angle due to flange 
abrasion, we changed over the inner and outer wheels at the 
middle of the test period.  To make the derailment coefficient 
larger to simulate flange climb in the curve, we intestinally added 
a 20 to 50% ratio of vertical force unbalance by adjusting the air 
spring height and the axle spring liners.  With that, the flange 
contacted the rail where the constant flange angle (α) was 65º.

3.2 Calculation of Equivalent Friction Coefficient
3.2.1 Theoretical Formula of Equivalent Friction Coefficient (µe)
To obtain the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion, the value of µe has 
to be known.  This µe is considered to change depending on 
the angle of attack.  It is also considered to show the saturation 
characteristics in relation to the relative angle between the 
wheel and the rail (angle of attack) expressed by a theoretical 
formula such as Formula (2)6) as shown in Fig. 10.  It is said 
that µe gradually comes closer to the friction coefficient (dynamic 
friction coefficient) as angle of attack becomes larger.
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3.2.2 Calculation of Equivalent Friction Coefficient
When a wheel runs climbed on a rail as shown in Fig. 7, the 
balanced state as shown in Fig. 8 can be seen as achieved in a state 
where the amount of wheel climb remains almost constant.  In 
such a case, the derailment coefficient can be considered as being 
equal to the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion in Formula (1).  We thus 
found µe by Formula (1) based on the measurement results of 
vertical force, lateral force, and flange angle of that moment.7)

3.2.3 Measurement Results
The relation between µe obtained in the manner explained above 
and the angle of attack is shown in Fig. 11.  µe greatly varies 
according to the environmental conditions such as temperature 
and humidity and the number of repeated runs.  With an angle 
of attack of 1.0º, the maximum µe was 0.42, and with an angle of 
attack 1.2º, that was 0.44.  The test results proved that the curve 
connecting those maximum values of µe shows the saturation 
characteristics of µe.

Calculation of Nadal’s L/V Limit 
Criterion4

Using the approximation curve of µe shown in Fig. 11, the Nadal’s 
L/V limit criterion is obtained as shown in Fig. 12.  For reference, 
the conventional guide value8) of 0.95 is shown in the graph.  The 
curve radiuses and the turnout types corresponding to the angles 
of attack are found based on the measurement results using the 
continuous measurement equipment for angle of attack.5)

Based on these results and taking into account of the 
conditions where µe became larger after wheel turning, the Nadal’s 

L/V limit criterion is more severe than the conventional guide 
value (0.95) with sharp curves of less than 150 m radius and the 
lead area of No. 8 turnouts.

Conclusion5
By running an actual train on sharp curves with curve radiuses 
of 100 m and 110 m, we simulated flange climb to obtain the 
friction coefficient between the rail and the wheel of a vehicle 
immediately after wheel turning, which is considered to be 
closely related to flange climb.  In that state, we could obtain the 
maximum value of µe.

We could also calculate the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion taking 
into account the conditions where µe becomes larger after wheel 
turning.

On sharp curves and turnouts the train ran on after wheel 
turning, the Nadal’s L/V limit criterion was smaller than the 
conventional guide value.  As a result, it was revealed that 
measures to lower the friction coefficient, such as setting guard 
angles and applying oil to rails and flange of wheels, are needed 
for sections where the derailment coefficient exceeds the Nadal’s 
L/V limit criterion.
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